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he teaching of Technology Education is becoming increasing involved with the use of
computer technology. Computers are now commonly used to enable students to control
devices such as lathes, mills and robots, to acquire data for input into the process of

improving the solutions to problems, to design new products through the use of CAD, to design
and test electronic, hydraulic and pneumatic circuits, to both store and present information, to
access information via the internet, and as a means by which learning material is presented,
tested and recorded through computer based instruction. However, despite the plethora of new
software with which both technology students and teachers interact on a daily basis little research
has been undertaken that seeks to really understand the nature of the cognitive interaction being
undertaken or the manner in which students can progress from simply using the software at a
relatively simple or superficial level to efficiently or expertly using the same materials. In order for
this research to be successfully undertaken knowledge elicitation techniques need to be
developed and trialed that will help to gather the detailed data that will enable generation of an
understanding of the cognitive processes and human software interactions involved. This paper
outlines the factors that must be considered when choosing appropriate knowledge elicitation
techniques for the types of learner/computer interactions that occur in Technology Education
before outlining a possible technique that may be applicable.

In order to gain an understanding of the differences between computer use and efficient
computer use Bahavnani and his associates (Bahavnani 2000; Bhavnini & John 1997 &
1997; Bhavnini, John & Flemming 1999; and Bhavnini, Reif & John 2001) have
undertaken a number of research projects in order to ascertain whether or not
experienced CAD operators use efficient CAD strategies. They have found that the use
of strategies that reduce drawing production time are not gained through traditional
training programs or the use of existing training and software manuals. This, they
maintain, is because both of these methods concentrate on the acquisition of a series of
command skills (related to the algorithms within the software) and not to the strategic
knowledge necessary to use them effectively. They cite four categories of strategic
knowledge iteration, propagation, organisation and visualisation that relate to a range of
software applications. Table 1 (Bhavnini & John 2000, p.339) presents an overview of
these categories and the 10 more specific strategies involved.

As an outcome of the studies by Bahavnani et al (Bahavnani 2000; Bhavnini & John
1997 & 1997; Bhavnini, John & Flemming 1999; and Bhavnini, Reif & John 2001) it
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becomes clear that efficient software use in the CAD environment or in fact a range of
other software environments likely to be encountered in Technology Education is not
occurring through current training methods.

"However, the knowledge to use direct manipulation tools does not seem to aid users to
perform complex tasks efficiently. Several studies have shown that despite training and
many years of experience, many users with basic command knowledge do not progress to an
efficient use of applications" (Bahavnani 2000, p.338).

Studies into effective software use needs to be grounded in the cognitive psychology
literature on both expertise and knowledge elicitation. Expertise, in order that the data
collected reflects efficient use of the software and is therefore valid and knowledge
elicitation in order that the methods of data collection utilised provide a sufficiently rich
and reliable data source for effective analysis in order to inform the effective teaching of
the cognitive skills involved. Taylor (in Evans 1991 pp.170-171) maintains that the first
stages of any research into the novice-expert shift should entail:

1. Identification of the cognitive skill performance that is the ultimate objective of
instruction;

2. Analysis of expert performance of this skill in terms of the content, structure and
organisation of the underlying declarative knowledge base;

3. Design of instrumentation to measure salient aspects of this declarative knowledge base
and associated actual cognitive skill performance.

The first stage of this process involves the selection of individuals for inclusion in the
research which needs to be considered in order ensure valid data is collected. In the case
of the type of research being discussed in this paper, research into efficient use of
computer software in order to give insight into the development of more effective
pedagogical practise, it becomes even more critical as the knowledge being sought relies
on the initial subject(s) being not just users but efficient or expert users.

Expertise
A number of researchers have attempted to define expertise. Mieg (2001) discusses two
aspects of expertise, superior performance and specialised experience, concluding that
neither in itself is sufficient to define expertise but that expertise is "superior
performance based on specialised experience" (p.4). Charness and Schultetus (in Durso
2000) define expertise as "consistently superior performance on a specified set of
representative tasks for the domain that can be administered to any subject" (p76). They
maintain that expertise may be identified via a number of criteria such as in respect to
normal distributions on tests, through peer nomination, or through experience. Within
the Technology Education environment these methods present difficulties due to the
absence of tests across the various software applications and the lack of data available
through professional associations related to computer application use. Charness and
Schultetus (in Durso 2000) also point out that experience does not always equate with
expertise, a position supported by the research of Bhavnini and John (1997).
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Table 1
Ten general strategies and how they are useful in word processing, spreadsheet, and CAD tasks.

GENERAL
STRATEGIES

WORD
PROCESSING
EXAMPLES

SPREADSHEET
EXAMPLES

CAD EXAMPLES

Iteration
1. Reuse and modify
group of objects

Copy and modify an
existing paragraph to
create a new one

Copy and modify an
existing table and
formulas to create a
new one

Copy and modify an
existing graphic
arrangement to create a
new one

2. Check original before
making copies

Check if paragraph is
correct and complete
before making many
copies

Check if column
headings are correct
and complete before
making new table
headings

Check if window in
building facade is
correct and complete
before copying to create
many copies

3. Handle exceptions
before modification of
groups

Group paragraph, drop
a sentence, then modify
group

Group all information,
drop table headings,
then modify group

Group graphic
elements, drop an
element, then modify
group

Propagation
4. Make dependencies
known to the computer

Make paragraphs
dependent on a format
definition

Make formulas
dependent on numbers
in cells

Make window in building
facade dependent on a
graphic definition

5. Exploit dependencies
to generate variations

Modify style definitions
to generate variations of
the same document

Modify formula
dependencies to
generate different
results for the same
data set

Modify graphic
definitions to generate
variations of a building
facade

Organisation
6. Make organisations
known to the computer

Organise information
using lists and tables

Organise yearly data in
different sheets

Organise columns and
walls on different layers

7. Generate new
representations from
existing ones

Generate table from
tabbed words

Generate bar graph
from table

Create 3-D model from
2-D floor plan

Visualisation
8. View relevant
information, do not view
irrelevant information

Magnify document to
read small print

View formulas, not
results

Do not display patterned
elements

9. View parts of spread-
out information to fit
simultaneously on the
screen

Use different views of
the same document to
bring two tables
together on the screen
for comparison

Use different views of
the same document to
view column headings
and data at the end of a
long table

Use two views focused
at the ends of a long
building facade to make
comparisons

10. Navigate in global
view, manipulate in local
view

Use outline view to view
entire document and
specify location of
interest, use local view
to make modification

Use outline view to view
entire spreadsheet and
specify location of
interest, use local view
to make modification

Use global view to view
entire building and
specify location of
interest, use local view
to make modifications
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Sternberg (1991) and Sternberg and French (in Hoffman 1992, p.191) propose that
"experts can do "automatically" things that nonexperts can do only with great effort or
not at all". They describe expertise in terms of the ability to process information in an
automatic manner that enables the expert to utilise the executive control processes of
planning, monitoring and revising while undertaking much of the other information
processing automatically and in parallel with these processes. The novice, however, has
to rely on serial, controlled processing in both the knowledge and control domains which
is both more demanding and time consuming. Thus much of the cognitive activity of the
expert is transferred from the limited capacity of working memory and into long-term
memory with its much larger capacity. The novice, however, is forced to rely on
processing within working memory and is therefore restricted by its limited. The second
aspect of expertise identified by Sternberg and French (in Hoffman 1992) is that of
attributed expertise. A person is considered an expert in a particular field if they are
"regarded as such by others" (p.195). This accords with the work of Charness and
Schultetus (in Durso 2000) who propose peer nomination as one method of identifying
expertise.

Chi, Glaser and Farr (1988) and Sternberg (1999) have attempted to identify the
characteristics of expertise. High levels of domain knowledge, the ability to recognise
large and meaningful patterns in the domain of their expertise, the speed of task
performance, superiority of both short and long-term memory in their domain, the
ability to recognise and represent problems at a deeper more principled or structural
level, the characteristic strategy of attempting to understand the problem prior to
commencement, a propensity to solve problems in a forward direction from the given
information, the ability to accurately predict the difficulty of problems, and strong self
monitoring skills when undertaking tasks are all recognised identifiers of expertise. These
characteristics need to be taken into account in the selection of experts for research.

Schraagen, Chipman and Shalin (1999) cite Hall, Gott & Pokorny (1995) and
Hoffman, Shadbolt and Burton (1995) on the topic of selection of experts maintaining
that there is a "scarcity of true experts" but make the observation that "articulate experts
with recent experience in both performing and teaching the skill are particularly useful"
(p.6). On this basis and taking cognisance of the expertise literature it is therefore possible to
develop a set of criteria for the identification of potential research subjects for the type of
Technology Education research being proposed.

1. They would need to have a number of years experience in the domain.
2. Others would regard them as possessing domain expertise.
3. They have experience in teaching/training others.

Knowledge elicitation
The manner and validity of data collection, or knowledge elicitation, is critical in the type
of research under discussion. Cooke (2000) provides an overview of knowledge
elicitation methods outlining four alternate methods; verbal reports, observations,
interviews, and process tracing noting that each method has inherent advantages and
shortcomings. Cooke (2000) outlines a number of factors to be considered when using
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either verbal or written descriptive reports. In relation to Technology Education research
the descriptive method may have the advantage that:
• it may save time on the part of experienced users and therefore potentially gain more

cooperation,
• it may provide the opportunity to request experienced users to use an alternate strategy

from their initial preference. Analysis of this may enable the researcher to discover
whether the strategy chosen initially is linked to the functions available within the
package being used or is independent of them,

• it may provide an insight into a possible method of instruction.
It may have the disadvantage that:

• there may be a difference between the described method and the actual method of
software use that could affect the validity of the study,

• it may be more time consuming for the experienced user in that they may feel
compelled to undertake the task first before describing the process,

• the process of recording the description orally may be unfamiliar or rushed resulting in
essential information being omitted and therefore a lack of useable data,

• the process of recording the description in written form may be extremely time
consuming and again therefore rushed,

• the method of operation described may not actually work within the software
environment therefore effecting the validity of the study,

• the description provided may concentrate too much on the surface processes without
providing sufficient insight into the automatic processes employed. Schraagen,
Chipman and Shalin (1999) support this notion in that experts may often not have
"direct conscious access to their relevant knowledge and skills" (p8).

Observations and interviews
The strength of the observation method of data elicitation, according to Cooke (2000), is
that the data is collected, providing the researcher is unobtrusive, in a natural setting thus
enabling the actual expert behaviour to be viewed. Schumacher and Czerwinski (in
Hoffman 1992) maintain that while observation has a certain amount of power as a
means of data collection "it can be hard to get a detailed picture of a user's mental model
of a complex system" (p.68). They also point out that the coding and transcription of
data can be very time consuming. In many instances observation is coupled with
interviews or other methods of verbalising the cognitive processes. Gordon (in Hoffman
1999) outlines four methods by which this may be achieved, unstructured interviews,
structured interviews, think-aloud verbal protocols and retrospective verbal protocols.
Gordon maintains that these methods, in the main, elicit declarative and not procedural
knowledge a position supported in part by Cooke (2000) who explains that considerable
skill and training may be necessary in order for interviewers to use unstructured
interviews or the highly specific interview methods necessary in order to gain insight into
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an expert's procedural or strategic knowledge.
Think aloud verbal protocols enable the researcher to gain information from the

expert while they are in the process of performing the task. While this may be
advantageous there is some concern (Gordon 1999, Cooke 2000, Rowe, in Evans 1991)
that the process of verbalising may effect task performance and that the information
gathered may not provide the insight necessary as many of the expert's cognitive
processes may be automated. It is suggested in that concurrent verbalising can only
report current consciousness and not explanations or interpretations (Cooke 2000,
p.491). To attempt to do anything else may interfere or in fact change the thought
processes of the individual thus automated processes or information regarding
perception or retrieval may not be collected accurately in this manner but would need to
be inferred from the information collected. It is important to note that it is the process
that is being monitored and not the underlying thoughts of the subject which would need
to be deduced from the actions. This may be overcome to some extent through the
process of retrospective verbal protocols where the explanation is produced following
the task performance however this method has the disadvantages outlined for other
descriptive methods. It is suggested therefore that this type of information is better
collected through interviews between the subject and the researcher due to the nature of
the interview interaction.

Process tracing
An alternative method of data collection is to provide a means by which the data can be
recorded during the process of software use such as video recording. Schraagen,
Chipman and Shalin (1999) describe this as the 'process tracing' method which Cooke
(2000, p.490) defines as "the collection of sequential behavioural events and the analysis
of the resulting event protocols so that inferences can be made about the underlying
cognitive processes". Schraagen, Chipman and Shalin (1999) also recommend including
the "collection of verbal think aloud protocols while the SMEs (subject matter experts)
perform a representative set of task problems" (pp.8-9). This methodology, as has been
pointed out, may have some drawbacks however Schraagen et al do propose that these
protocols may be later supplemented with probe or retrospective probe questions. This
data collection method may have the advantage that:
• the actual process of software use is recorded therefore providing a more complete

understanding of the procedures employed,
• the relationship between the software strategy being employed and the particular stage

of the process would also be available to the researcher.
It may have the disadvantage that;

• subjects may not have the availability of the technology necessary for the recording
process,

• the time and inconvenience involved in establishing the recording process may
mitigate against subjects volunteering to be involved in the study,

• subjects may feel constrained due to the recording process,
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• the process can be costly,
• rich data associated with lengthy data collection sessions mean that data analysis may

be unwieldy and interpretation difficult.
A number of knowledge elicitation methods are therefore available however Cooke

(2000) asserts that throughout the 1980s and 1990s "it became increasingly clear that due
to the complexity of knowledge and even greater complexity of cognitive skill, that
multiple knowledge elicitation methods were probably required for any single
application" (p.499). Rowe (in Evans 1991) and Gordon (in Hoffman 1999, p.115)
support this notion stating that "at least two different methods should be employed" if
the goal is to capture both declarative and procedural knowledge. In view of the need to
employ multiple methods of knowledge elicitation it is considered advantageous to
consider strategies whereby actual computer performance could be recorded and
subsequently used as the basis for post-performance interview in what may be referred to
as stimulated recall. This is slightly different to retrospective verbal protocols in that the
process is directed by the researcher as the subject is asked to comment on and explain
the procedures employed at specific points in the process. A suitable method of
recording computer performance therefore needs to be established. In their summary of
data collection methods Schraagen, Chipman and Shalin (1999) point out that it is
important that the process is "easy and natural for the subjects" (p.469) which would
seem to mitigate against the use of video recording techniques.

Cooke (2000, p.501) points out that "unlike traditional knowledge elicitation and task
analytic methods, methods that focus on computer-recorded events can amass data in
the background, posing little threat of interference to task performance". In order to
investigate this possibility a number of computer software options have been identified
that may allow for the process of recording to be achieved. These included the Lotus
product "ScreenCam", Microsoft "Camcorder" and the TechSmith product "Camtasia"
all of which are commonly used for the production of computer-based instruction or
product promotion material. In each case the software enables the capture of all
computer operations as they occur on the screen and records them in a video format.
They all have the additional feature of being able to record sound at the same time in the
form of voice-over. These products therefore have the potential to be able to provide the
necessary data for the purpose of this type of research. The software is relatively
inexpensive and is able to be readily installed on the subject's computer. The subsequent
"video" is then able to be saved to a CD for researcher analysis.

Tests of each of the software packages have been undertaken to ascertain their
effectiveness. While each is capable of performing the necessary function "Camtasia" has
been found effective for a number of reasons. It is the only package useable over a range
of operating systems which can be an important factor as subjects may be using a variety
of platforms such as Windows 2000, 98, 95 and NT. Pausing during the recording phase
segments the video thus allowing for ease of analysis by being able to jump from one
point to another during playback. It is also currently available in a time restricted trial
version via the Web thus overcoming the potential problems associated with software
licensing. The resultant "video" file is also in a form readable on almost any computer.
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This has the advantage that a dual knowledge elicitation strategy, as has been seen to be
advantageous, may be relatively easily employed.

The knowledge elicitation process
Installation of the recording software may be carried out by the researcher or, depending
on the skill and experience of the subject, through the provision of suitable instructions.
Following installation of the software the research subject is able to activate the
recording function and then complete the software tasks set down by the researcher.
This can be done at a time convenient to the subject thus enabling full concentration on
the specified tasks. The video file is then retrieved by the researcher for initial data
analysis. This is usually undertaken via the production of a CD-Rom as the files are quite
large,. This enables the researcher to identify and initially analyse the processes used by
the subject and allows the researcher to construct an interview process which can then be
employed in order to attempt to identify the procedural knowledge being utilised. This
may be undertaken by once again using the recording software. In this case the recording
includes the payback of the original video and, due to the ability to capture voice data as
well, the "stimulated recall" interview between the subject and the researcher. An
extremely rich data source thus becomes available due to the fact that the researcher has
available not only the original recording of the expert undertaking the task but also the
explanation of the cognitive processes involved during the structured interview. During
the interview the playback of the original video can be paused so that time can be spent
eliciting the nature of the procedural knowledge employed at key stages in the process.
The combination of the dual data elicitation techniques thus has the ability to overcome
many of the perceived drawbacks of other knowledge elicitation techniques when
undertaking research into computer use in Technology Education.
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